Instructions for preparing your presentation
The format of the conference allows for a 20 minutes presentation, and a five minutes
question and answer period for onsite presenters. The following guidelines are designed
to help presenters with their preparation. These guidelines apply to slides projected
directly from PowerPoint or other software.
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Slide layout: widescreen16:9 aspect ratio
Slides should clarify and complement what is spoken: avoid putting spoken
words on slides.
Many simple slides are better than one complex slide (limit to 7 lines or 20 words
per slide).
Allow one slide per minute.
Use contrasting colours. A dark background with light text is visually-appealing.
Avoid red or dark blue text: it does not project well.
Double-spaced text is more legible.
Sans serif font (e.g., Calibri, Arial) is more legible than a serif font (e.g., Times
New Roman).
Minimum font size 18 pt; headings should be at least 24 pt.
Do not use ALL CAPITAL LETTERS.
Ensure the line thickness is sufficient before transferring an image from a
graphics package.
Title slide should contain title, authors’ names, date, and location of the
presentation.
Include a “Contents” or “Agenda” slide that identifies headings for discussion.
Use a separate slide for the heading to be discussed and provide more
information if required.
Apply the same slide colour scheme used on the main title to the contents slides
(for continuity).
The final slide may display the company logo, to be left on the screen during the
question period.
If you are presenting in French, we suggest to have slides in English.

Upload your Power Point Presentation and record your presentation by April 12,
2021
https://www.xcdsystem.com/cim/abstract/index.cfm?ID=eM3DHPb

Don’t forget to sign and upload the Publishing Authorization form at the end of this
document.

